
CarE-Service 
WELCOME TO THE COMMUNITY





CarE-Service
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER



What’s going to happen to all 
E&HEVs after their end-of-life?



Lynda
Purchase Manager of OEM

Lynda wants 1.000 battery 
modules for the production

of a new e-bike
Lynda is working as a Purchase Manager of 

an e-bike manufacturer.
Their goal is to launch a new e-bike with 
remanufactured batteries from EoL EVs.



Boris
Remanufacturer

Boris received a 
notification for 1.000 

battery modules
But he has only 800. What will he do?



Boris
Remanufacturer

Boris requests to the 
community the 200 

remaining battery modules



John
Car Owner

John’s EV is dead

Source: 3docean.net



John
Car Owner

Long live EV!

Source: FIAT.com



Maria
Car Dealer

What to do with the old car?
The car dealer has a solution for John's

car and he is receiving a discount!



Maria
Car Dealer



Marco
Dismantler

Marco has 50 E&HEV
to dismantle

Marco receives end-of-life vehicles from car 
dealers and other sources



Marco
Dismantler

It’s time to book the Smart 
Mobile Modules (SMMs)

The SMMs add value to his parts, by 
helping him dismantling with safety, testing 

and certifying the quality of the goods



Marco
Dismantler



Isabelle
SMM Operator

New day, new route
Isabelle checks the notifications and heads

up to get the SMM truck



Isabelle
SMM Operator

Predefined dismantling and 
testing procedures

Isabelle connects to the cloud and starts
the job. She relies on instructions given by

the OEMs.



Isabelle
SMM Operator

Isabelle can now start with
the dismantling



Isabelle
SMM Operator

Isabelle can now start with
the dismantling



Isabelle
SMM Operator

All the parts are extracted
from the cars

But they still have to be tested
if they are suitable for remanufacturing



Marco
Dismantler

Boris bought the battery 
modules from Marco

And now they are waiting for shipping.
Other valuable parts are available in 

Marco’s Store



Sebastian
Logistic Provider

Sebastian received
a pickup request

All orders are managed on Circul8
The Community Logistic Tool



Sebastian
Logistic Provider

Sebastion’s company is
part of the community

After setting up routes and prices his
business is flowing automatically



Boris
Remanufacturer

And now he can start preparing his order 
for Lynda, OEM Purchase Manager

Boris just received his 
battery modules



Lynda
Purchase Manager of OEM

Lynda is focused on
promoting innovative

circular solutions
Lynda receives the battery modules from 

Boris and it is a good deal: cheaper, 
taylormade and the Marketing Team loves it



John
Car Owner

John enjoys his new car. 
Christmas is just around the

corner.
The new e-bike sounds like a good present

for his wife.



The End(?)



But the community is a lot more than this
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• Demand driven trustable marketplace,

• Integrated service provision platform focuses on B2B, bringing industrial 

partners and professionals together, providing services and innovation to 

the community,

• Unbiased testing and certified parts,
• SMMs process are based on instructions given by OEMs.

What makes us different?



Thank you for your attention


